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Grid Service Reliability Modeling and Optimal Task
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Abstract—There has been quite some research on the develop-
ment of tools and techniques for grid systems, yet some impor-
tant issues, e.g., grid service reliability and task scheduling in the
grid, have not been sufficiently studied. For some grid services
which have large subtasks requiring time-consuming computa-
tion, the reliability of grid service could be rather low. To resolve
this problem, this paper introduces Local Node Fault Recovery
(LNFR) mechanism into grid systems, and presents an in-depth
study on grid service reliability modeling and analysis with this
kind of fault recovery. To make LNFR mechanism practical,
some constraints, i.e. the life times of subtasks, and the numbers
of recoveries performed in grid nodes, are introduced; and grid
service reliability models under these practical constraints are de-
veloped. Based on the proposed grid service reliability model, a
multi-objective task scheduling optimization model is presented,
and an ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm is developed
to solve it effectively. A numerical example is given to illustrate
the influence of fault recovery on grid service reliability, and
show a high efficiency of ACO in solving the grid task scheduling
problem.

Index Terms—Ant colony optimization, fault recovery, grid ser-
vice reliability, recoverability, task scheduling.
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NOTATIONS

Recoverability of node , the probability that a
hardware failure on node can be recovered

The required processing time of subtask on node

The computational complexity of subtask

The processing speed of node

The total number of recoverable failures occurring
during the execution of subtask on node

The total executing time of subtask on node

The total recovering time of subtask on node

The lifetime of subtask executed on node

The hardware failure intensity of node

The software failure intensity of programs
performing subtasks

The hardware reliability of node executing subtask

The software reliability of node executing subtask

The failure intensity of communication link between
the RMS and node

The reliability of communication links when node
executes subtask

The amount of data exchanged when node
executes subtask

The mean speed of communication link between
the RMS and node

The deadline of subtask on node

The restriction on the allowed number of recoveries
on node

Execution cost on node per unit time

I. INTRODUCTION

G RID computing has emerged as the next-generation par-
allel and distributed computing methodology. Its goal is

to provide a service-oriented infrastructure to enable easy ac-
cess to and coordinated sharing of geographically distributed
resources for solving various kinds of large-scale parallel ap-
plications in the wide area network. Nowadays, grid computing
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has been widely accepted, researched, and given attention to by
researchers [1].

Unlike the traditional file exchange, as supported by the Web
or peer-to-peer systems, users in the grid can access the required
resource or service in a transparent way as if they were to use
local resources or services. However, it gives rise to an irrec-
oncilable conflict between grid users and resource providers in
usage policy of the local resources. For users, in addition to
simplicity and easiness, to get desirable service functionalities,
some quality of service (QoS) targets associated with the ser-
vice, such as grid service reliability [2], the financial cost of
the resource, and the efficiency of grid service, may be speci-
fied when a service is submitted. On the other hand, resource
providers receive the compensation from grid users for the con-
sumed resources at the price of sacrificing local task executions
[3]. Meanwhile, resource providers may not participate in the
grid unconditionally, and they may specify different policies
that govern how the resources should be used by the grid such
that the resources could still meet the local resource demands
[4], [5]. On behalf of grid users with multiple dimensional QoS
requirements, multi-objective task scheduling with a set of re-
source constraints should be solved to obtain satisfied sched-
uling decisions.

As one of the most important aspects of quality of service
(QoS), grid service reliability can be defined as the probability
of all of the subtasks involved in the considered service to be
executed successfully [6], [7]. Recently, the modeling and anal-
ysis of grid service reliability has attracted lots of attention. Dai
et al. [2] presented a virtual approach to modeling grid services,
and derived the grid service reliability using the graphic theory.
Dai et al. [8], and Levitin and Dai [7] studied grid service relia-
bility for grid systems with star topology, and tree topology, re-
spectively. Dai et al. [9] presented a hierarchical model from the
mapping of the physical architecture, and the logical architec-
ture in grid systems for grid service reliability analysis. Levitin
et al. [6] studied grid service reliability taking the precedence
constraints on programs execution into account.

From the point of view of grid service, it does not matter what
the sources of failures are; what matters is whether the end re-
sults can return to grid resource management system (RMS) or
not. Nevertheless, with the dramatic increasing of grid size and
complexity, the grid system is much more prone to errors and
failures than ever before. Moreover, the likelihood of errors oc-
curring may be exacerbated by the fact that many grid services
will perform long tasks that may require several days of com-
putation [10]. Recently, much effort in fault avoidance and fault
removal has been invested so as to improve grid service relia-
bility. Paul and Jie [10] developed an approach to fault tolerance
based on job replication in grid systems. Affaan and Ansari [11]
introduced a backup mechanism to achieve fault tolerance in
grid systems. Jin et al. [12] put forward a fault tolerance mech-
anism in grid systems based on Java threads state capturing, and
Mobile Agents. Jozsef and Peter [13] introduced the concept of
job migration to achieve fault tolerance in grid systems.

The basic approach proposed in the above researches on
fault recovery in grid systems is a Remote Node Fault Recovery
(RNFR) mechanism; i.e., when a failure occurs on a node, the
state information can be migrated to another node, and the

failed subtask execution is resumed from the interrupted point,
or the failed subtask can be dynamically rescheduled on another
node, and the node restarts the subtask from the beginning. It is
very useful and effective for RNFR to recover grid tasks from
failures. However, some complex tasks may require several
days of computation. For those tasks, it will take a lot of time for
RNFR on the transmission of state information. Furthermore,
in a worst-case scenario, much time has been spent in local
node execution when the execution is terminated by a failure,
which brings great waste of consumed time and resource. In
this case, another possible fault recovery mechanism referred
as Local Node Fault Recovery (LNFR) could be more practical
than RNFR to resume the subtask execution on the failed node
once the node is recovered.

LNFR offers an opportunity to resume execution from failure,
and saves the migration expense compared with RNFR. More-
over, because fault recovery modules are located at grid re-
sources, resource providers can set customizable constraints on
fault recovery, which makes it easy to achieve distributed man-
agement of fault tolerance. Therefore, LNFR can be used in
conjunction with RNFR to achieve effective fault tolerance in
a grid environment. However, with the introduction of LNFR,
the state of resource failures may be divided into unrecoverable
failures, and recoverable failures. This non-binary state property
of grid resources may bring great difficulties for grid service re-
liability analysis [14]. Heddaya and Helal [15] studied the effect
of LNFR on the reliability of distributed systems, and gave the
formula for computing the reliability by analogy, i.e., the relia-
bility where execution of the task can be interrupted by at most
one failure was calculated at first, and then the reliability with
any number of failures was generalized.

Without considering the influence of RNFR, we focus on the
impact of LNFR on reliability, and obtain the formula of grid
service reliability by directly analyzing the random execution
of gird service, which is different from that in [15]. To simplify
the analysis and computation, the grid service process is approx-
imated by a structure with star topology, as done in [6] and [7].
Moreover, in favor of resource providers’ customization, certain
constraints on fault recovery, i.e., the life times of subtasks, and
the numbers of recoveries performed in grid nodes, are imposed,
which makes fault recovery mechanism more practical. Under
these constraints on fault recovery, the grid service reliability
model is presented. Numerical examples show that LNFR can
provide an efficient method to improve grid service reliability,
especially for the service with time-consuming computation.

Unfortunately, with the introduction of fault recovery and
constraints on fault recovery, grid nodes may have various re-
liability levels, which impose more constraints when doing task
scheduling optimization. Some researchers have studied the op-
timization on grid service reliability. Dai and Wang [16] studied
optimal resource allocation for maximizing service reliability
using a genetic algorithm. Dai and Levitin [17] suggested an
algorithm to study optimal resource allocation for maximizing
performance while considering the service reliability factor in
tree-structured grid systems. However, those works did not in-
corporate fault recovery, and did not investigate the influence of
practical constraints of grid resources on optimization. In this
paper, based on the grid service reliability model, we formulate
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a multi-objective optimization approach to simultaneously max-
imize grid service reliability and minimize the cost.

Both the minimization of cost and the maximization of
reliability are NP-hard problems [18]. There exist numerous
literature works that provide on alternative solutions. Among
those methods, mathematical programming approaches such
as linear programming, branch-and-bound, and state-space
algorithms, are computationally prohibitive if the problem
size is large [19]. Recently, metaheuristic algorithms such as
genetic algorithms (GA) and Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
have demonstrated successful applications with reasonable
time in many fields of reliability engineering [16], [20]–[25].
In this paper, an ant colony optimization is developed to solve
this multi-objective optimization problem. A numerical ex-
ample shows the efficiency of ACO in solving the optimization
problem.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
characteristics of grid systems and services, and presents the
model of grid service reliability considering fault recovery. To
be more practical, the reliability models under execution dead-
line and a constraint on number of recovery performed are pre-
sented in Section III. Section IV presents a multi-objective task
scheduling model. An ACO-based algorithm is developed to
solve this problem. Section V uses a numerical example to show
the positive influence of fault recovery and effectiveness of our
algorithms. Section VI concludes this paper, and indicates some
directions for future study.

II. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS FOR GRID SYSTEMS CONSIDERING

FAULT RECOVERY

A. Star Topology of Grid Service

The Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) describes an
architecture for a service-oriented grid computing environments
for business and scientific use [26]. Namely, the service-oriented
grid can be viewed as a widely distributed server, and the in-
teraction between users and the grid is just service request and
response. When a service request arrives at the RMS, a corre-
sponding service is initiated to execute a certain task under the
control of the RMS. Generally, the RMS divides the task into a
set of subtasks so as to improve the efficiency of task execution
[7]. Once the RMS determines which set of resources to use,
the subtasks are assigned to the corresponding resources held
on certain nodes, and are executed in parallel. When the nodes
finish the assigned subtasks, they return the results to the RMS,
and the RMS then integrates the received results into an entire
task output and presents it to the user.

Different from traditional distributed computing environ-
ments (DCEs), the RMS does not have complete control over
all the resources in grid systems. Even though all online nodes,
or resources, are linked through communication links with one
another, only a small portion of nodes or resources available for
a specific grid service is discovered by the RMS. At the same
time, through systems selection, the RMS normally selects
more than one resource from the discovered resources to assign
a subtask to, so that the grid service reliability can be improved.
In the case that there is only one RMS in the grid system, it can

Fig. 1. Example of grid systems with star topology.

approximately regard the RMS and the selected resources as a
star topology [2], [6], [7].

An example of a star topology is given in Fig. 1, in which
three subtasks, denoted by , , and , are assigned
to six nodes connected with the RMS through respective com-
munication links. Each of the three subtasks is assigned to two
nodes for parallel execution, e.g., is assigned to node 1
and node 2.

In the following analysis, the assumptions of grid systems are
as follows.

(a) The RMS is perfect during the processing of the grid ser-
vice, i.e., the RMS never fails; and the time of task pro-
cessing by the RMS is negligible when compared with
subtasks’ processing times.

(b) When a service request arrives at the RMS, the RMS re-
sponds to it immediately; when a subtask is assigned to a
node, the node executes the subtask immediately.

(c) There is no precedence constraint on the order of execu-
tion of subtasks.

(d) Each node can execute only one subtask at any time.
(e) The failure processes of nodes and communication links

can be modeled by Poisson processes, respectively [2],
[6], [7].

(f) The failures in different elements (nodes or communica-
tion links) are independent.

B. Fault Recovery in Grid Systems

Grid system is a complex system which spans multiple
heterogeneous and disjoined organizations. It becomes increas-
ingly difficult to guarantee that there is no failure occurring
in the grid in some way [10]. Those failures may arise from
software bugs, human operator errors, performance overload,
severe congestion, or electronic component failures. Addi-
tionally, environmental disasters such as fires, floods, and
earthquakes, may shut down portions of grid systems. Gen-
erally, when the node is executing a subtask, if a grid node
failure occurs, hardware failure or software failure, the output
of the subtask will be incorrect, or no output will be send to the
RMS at all. Similarly, if a communication link failure occurs
when it is transferring data, the received information will be
unexpected.
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Fig. 2. Classification of failures in grid systems according to recoverability.

As an important approach of fault tolerance, LNFR can
achieve fault tolerance by recovering from failures, i.e., failed
components are repaired or replaced; and once they become
operational, the interrupted execution may be resumed by re-
covery actions. It can afford an opportunity for failed nodes to
resume executing from failure. In particular, for some subtasks
requiring long-term execution, LNFR can save execution time
and resources in some sense. However, not all failures that
occur in grid systems can be recovered. According to the recov-
erability, we can classify the failures occurring in grid systems
into two categories: unrecoverable failures, and recoverable
failures. Software failures occurring on grid nodes, which are
caused by embedded faults in programs [27], are unrecoverable
failures because there is no fault removal activities performed,
and the source codes of the programs are not changed. For
communication link failures, because it is impossible to install
any recovering module on communication links, they belong
to unrecoverable failures as well. However, hardware failures
occurring on grid nodes can be unrecoverable or recoverable
failures. For recoverable failures such as those caused by human
operation errors or performance overload, once the failed node
becomes operational, the interrupted execution of subtask can
be resumed by recovering as much state information as needed,
which can be achieved by some particular recovery procedures
in grid nodes. For unrecoverable hardware failures, the subtask
will be terminated. Fig. 2 illustrates the classification of failures
in grid systems according to recoverability.

For ease of describing the recoverability of hardware failures
on node , a random variable is defined, which has two
possible values (1, 0). If , it means that the th failure
on grid node is recoverable. If , it means that the
th failure on grid node k is unrecoverable. Denote by the

probability that a hardware failure on node is recoverable, and
then it is obtained that ,

.
Due to the introduction of LNFR, it can be easily known that

successful completion of subtasks on grid nodes can be partly
achieved by a perfectly reliable node, but it can also be attained
by a node with fault recovery. Therefore, to reward recovery
actions, the analysis of grid service reliability has to be ex-
tended. In the following section, we will discuss the modeling
and analysis of grid service reliability considering fault recovery
in detail.

C. Reliability Modeling and Analysis With Fault Recovery

Denote by the number of divided subtasks by the RMS
after the RMS receives a service . Assuming that subtask is
assigned to node , the required processing time of subtask on
node , , is [2], [7]

(1)

With the introduction of LNFR, an operational state in grid
nodes is further classified into executing or recovering. A recov-
ering state means a state where a grid node can be operational
but not quite ready to be accessed, as it performs recovery pro-
cedures. Denote by the total number of recoverable fail-
ures occurring during the execution of subtask on node .
is a random variable. If , then denote by

, and the ex-
ecuting times, and recovering times in the execution process of
subtask on node , respectively. The subtask execution process
goes on until the subtask is successfully completed, or it is ter-
minated by an unrecoverable failure. In the former case, the total
execution time of subtask on node is , which can be ob-
tained by (1); in the latter case, the subtask is terminated. Fig. 3
gives an ideal situation, in which all of failures occurring in
the execution are recoverable failures and subtask is completed
successfully. In this example, the first failure occurs at and is
recovered at , the second failure occurs at and is recovered
at , and so on.

If , then

The lifetime of subtask executed on node , , is

(2)

If subtask is successfully completed on node , then its life
time is

(3)

where is obtained by (1).
From assumption (e), the failure occurrence process of the

grid node and communication links can be modeled by Poisson
processes. This assumption can be justified by the operational
phase in which the software and hardware are not changed, so
that the failure intensities are constant values. Because only
hardware failures on nodes may be recoverable, , and

are actually the executing times, and recovering times
of hardware failures on node , respectively. According to as-
sumptions (e) and (f), are -independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables, each fol-
lowing an exponential distribution with parameter . It is also
reasonable to make the following additional assumptions.

(g) are i.i.d. random variables, each
following exponential distribution with parameter (
is often referred to as recovery rate in the literature).
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Fig. 3. Example of the execution process of subtask � on node � with fault recovery.

(h) are independent with .
If the th failure is unrecoverable, i.e., ,

then the subtask will be terminated at the occurrence of this
unrecoverable failure, i.e., for all .

Firstly, the hardware reliability of grid nodes is modeled. The
reliability of node executing subtask , considering only hard-
ware failures, is

no failure occurs

all the failures occuring are recoverable (4)

can be easily obtained as

(5)

and can be obtained as

recoverable failures occurring

subtask is completed

(6)

where is the event that subtask is successfully completed
on node , and recoverable failures have occurred
during the subtask execution. According to the execution
process of subtask on node , we obtain

(7)

where .
It is known from [28] that is an Erlang random variable

with parameters . Moreover, according to assumption (f),
we have that is s-independent with . Therefore,
the joint density of can be written as

else.
(8)

Substituting (8) into (7), we have

(9)

The result obtained in (5) is the special case of (9) for which
. Therefore, substitute (9) into (6) and (4), the reliability of

node executing subtask , considering only hardware failures,
is obtained as

(10)
Besides hardware failures, software failures and communica-

tion link failures may also occur on grid nodes, which are unre-
coverable failures. The reliability of node executing subtask
, considering only software failures, is

(11)

The reliability of communication links can be modeled by

(12)

Based on the above analyses, the probability that subtask
can be successfully completed on node is

(13)
To improve grid service reliability, a subtask is normally as-

signed to several nodes for parallel execution [2], [7]. Whenever
a node on which a subtask is being executed returns the output
to the RMS, the subtask is considered to be completed. Denote
by the node set to which subtask is assigned, the relia-
bility of subtask , which is often referred to as grid program
reliability [2], is

at least one node in

can complete subtask

(14)

where is given by (13).
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When the RMS receives all the outcomes of subtasks, the grid
service is considered to be completed successfully. Therefore,
the grid service reliability is

(15)

Given the processing times and failure intensity of grid nodes
and communication links, which can be estimated by a grid
monitoring system, the grid service reliability can be easily
obtained.

III. GRID SERVICE RELIABILITY MODELING WITH PRACTICAL

CONSIDERATIONS

Although the fault recovery mechanism provides an efficient
way to reduce the influence of failures, some disadvantages can
also be brought forward. With the introduction of fault recovery,
the life time of subtasks in grid nodes is extended, especially
when the mean recovery time is rather long on some nodes. In
grid, the service time is very critical to users because it will in-
fluence the money users are charged when the grid goes com-
mercial. On the other hand, the resource providers in the grid
may not be willing to spend a long time performing one subtask.
At the same time, the process of fault recovery requires a large
amount of state information so as to enable the node to execute
the subtask continuously. In some particular situations, failures
may occur frequently, and then be recovered again, which will
impose a great burden on grid nodes, and have a strong influence
on the availability of the node as well. Therefore, it is advisable
to take some measures to limit the life time of any subtask, as
well as the number of recoveries performed.

A. Constraints on the Life Times of Subtasks

To prevent the lifetime of a subtask from exceeding an al-
lowed time limit, we can set a deadline for subtask execution.
Once the lifetime of subtask executed on node , , exceeds
this deadline, denoted by , the node will claim failure of the
subtask to the RMS.

The lifetime , if the subtask is successfully completed, is
given by (3). Because the required execution time is a con-
stant, mainly depends on the total recovering time, .
From assumption (g), if , then follows
an Erlang distribution with parameters , whose cumula-
tive distribution function (c.d.f.) is given by

(16)

Under the constraint on deadline , the reliability of node
executing subtask , considering only hardware failures, is

no failure occurs

all the failures are recoverable (17)

where can be obtained by

(18)

The probability being summed in (18) can be calculated by

(19)

Substitute (19) into (18) and (17), we have

(20)

where is given by (10).
According to the property of the incomplete Gamma function,

we get

(21)

where ,
and for any .

Taking into consideration software reliability and the relia-
bility of communication links, the reliability of subtask exe-
cuted on node , with a deadline , is

(22)

The grid service reliability with constraints on the life times
of subtasks is

(23)
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B. Constraint on the Numbers of Recoveries Performed

Denote by the restriction on the allowed number
of recoveries on node . Node can recover failures at most.
When the st recoverable failure comes before the com-
pletion of subtask , the node will claim failure of subtask to
the RMS. Thus, the reliability with a constraint on the allowed
number of recoveries is the sum of the probability of no failure
occurrence in subtask execution, and the probability that fail-
ures occurs at most and all failures are recoverable. In other
words, it is

(24)

Using the expression of an incomplete Gamma function, it
can be written as

(25)

where is given by (10).
Considering software reliability, and the reliability of com-

munication links, the reliability of subtask executed on node
, with a constraint on the allowed number of recoveries , is

(26)

Then, the service reliability with constraints on the numbers
of recoveries performed is

(27)

C. Constraints on Both the Life Times of Subtasks, and the
Numbers of Recoveries Performed

Furthermore, we can obtain the reliability of node with
the restriction in both the life times of subtasks, and the num-
bers of recoveries performed. Given the constraint on the life
time limitation and the numbers of recoveries performed

, using the above methods discussed, we can easily
get the reliability of subtask executed on node

(28)

where is given by (25). From (28), when , and
, the result of (28) is the same as that of (13). It can

be seen that the situation of no constraints on recovery is the
special case of (26). Then, the service reliability with both the
life times of subtasks and the numbers of recoveries performed
is

(29)

IV. OPTIMAL TASK SCHEDULING BASED ON

MULTI-DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS

After the grid service is divided into some subtasks, the RMS
should quickly and effectively schedule those subtasks to the
appropriate nodes according to the particular requirements of
those subtasks, and the QoS demands of grid users. In the sched-
uling, it needs to take into account not only the hard constraints
of a subtask (the operating system type, available CPU, memory,
disk space, etc. ), but also software constraints such as the de-
manded reliability level of grid service, and the constraints on
total financial cost. Moreover, with the introduction of LNFR,
there should be many other factors that may also be taken into
account, such as the recoverability of grid nodes, the allowed
number of recovery performed, and the life time of subtask ex-
ecution in located nodes. In this section, a multi-objective task
scheduling model, minimizing cost and maximizing reliability,
is presented and a search algorithm based on ACO is proposed
to solve this problem.

A. Problem Formulation

We consider the optimization problem of task scheduling with
the following scenarios.

1) The nodes involved in the grid are heterogeneous. Hence,
the nodes may be capacitated with various units of memory
and computation resources, and they may have different
processing speeds and failure rates. Also, the communica-
tion links may have different bandwidths and failure rates.

2) The cost of subtask execution in grid nodes is mainly de-
pendent upon the execution time, and the charging of re-
source providers per unit time.

3) The nodes involved in the grid may have the different
failure recoverability, and the constraints on the life times
of subtasks and the numbers of recoveries performed may
be different as well.

4) To simplify the problem formulation, one subtask is al-
lowed to be assigned at one node, and one node can only
be allowed to execute one subtask at most.

In this study, the goal is to search a task scheduling that min-
imizes the total cost of grid service and maximizes the grid
service reliability simultaneously while satisfying all of the re-
source constraints. Suppose that a service is divided into
subtasks which can be assigned on accessible nodes. When
scheduling the subtasks, the RMS must satisfy hard constraints
of subtasks in the first place. Hence, we use to describe the
influence of those hard constraints on subtask scheduling.
has two possible values (1, 0): if , it means that subtask

can be allowed to be allocated on node ; and if , it
means that subtask can not be allowed to be allocated on node

. Meanwhile, to satisfy users’ demands, i.e., maximizing the
grid service reliability and minimizing the cost, as called to be
soft constraints, the RMS needs a specific subtask scheduling
mechanism. Here, denote by a vector of

, which represents a scheme of subtasks on grid nodes.
also has two possible values (1, 0): means that sub-

task is not assigned on node by the RMS, while
means that subtask is assigned on node .

Hence, given the structure of the nodes and links involved in
the service, the grid service reliability can be determined in term
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of . Then, the grid service reliability, and the total cost can be
functions of , which are written respectively as

(30)

(31)

where is execution cost in node per unit time, and is
the product of and the required execution time .

To find the optimal solution of so as to maximize the grid
service reliability and minimize the total cost simultaneously,
a weighting summation to optimize the two criteria simultane-
ously is proposed, while satisfying all the system resource con-
straints. The optimization model is given as follows.

Decision variables:

Objective function:

(32)

(33)

Subject to:

(34)

(35)

when

(36)

Constraints (34) and (35) mean that one subtask can only be
allowed to be assigned at one node, and one node can only be
allowed to execute one subtask at most, respectively. Constraint
(36) is the hard constraint.

For the above multi-objective optimization problem, there are
two most common approaches [29]. One is to combine the indi-
vidual objective functions into a single composite function by
the weighted sum method or utility functions. The other one
is to use Pareto optimal sets. Although the Pareto set includes
all rational choices, it is heuristic, and it is hard to tell which
scheduling is really good for practical scenarios [30]. Despite
the deficiencies with respect to depicting the Pareto optimal set,
i.e., the weighted sum method seeks Pareto optimal solutions
one by one by systematically changing the weights between the
objective functions, the weighted sum method continues to be
used extensively not only to provide multiple solution points by
varying the weights consistently, but also to provide a single so-
lution point that reflects the user-applied preferences [31]. Yin et
al. [19]used the weighted sum method for multi-objective task
allocation in distributed system. Proos et al. [32] applied the
method to topology optimization. In this paper, a weighted sum
method is proposed to optimize the two criteria simultaneously.

The mathematical formulation combining the two optimization
objectives is as follows.

(37)

where is a scaling factor. The scaling factor plays two roles.
First, it normalizes the values of and to com-
parative ranges such that will not be dominated by a
single objective. Second, can be used as a weighting param-
eter which controls the relative significance of each objective.

This task scheduling optimization is a typical combinatorial
optimization problem, and the whole solution space is
because . Meanwhile,
the solution space increases exponentially with the number of
nodes. To solve this optimization problem, the exhaustive search
algorithm is not effective due to its time-consuming character-
istic. Hence, some intelligent optimization methods, e.g., ant
colony optimization, are suitable for such complex combinato-
rial optimization problems.

B. Ant Colony Optimization

Ant colony optimization (ACO) is a meta-heuristic optimiza-
tion technique inspired by research on real ant foraging be-
havior. The ACO paradigm was first proposed by Dorigo and
Blum [33], and has been successfully applied to diverse com-
binatorial optimization problems including traveling salesman
[33], telecommunication networks [34], and scheduling [35].

1) Construction of Solutions: A permutation of subtask
scheduling subject to the constraint is termed a feasible solu-
tion. In the algorithm, the process of constructing a feasible
solution can be divided into steps. In the th
step, ant finds one accessible node for subtask , and then
moves to the st step for subtask scheduling until
all the subtasks have been assigned, which can guarantee all
the subtasks are scheduled as stated in (34). In the scheduling,
all infeasible moves of ant must be stored into a list
denoted by . This list is the memory of ant saving the
index of infeasible allocations, and is initialized according to
the hard constraint, as shown in (36). Once node is selected
for subtask by ant , node will be added to the to
avoid being selected again by ant in the following scheduling,
which is (35). In addition to the list , all the nodes se-
lected by ant in steps are stored in a memory represented by

. A is one feasible solution of subtask scheduling,
and will be used to update the pheromones of moves selected
by ants at the end of iteration.

2) Selection Probability: In each step, an ant in a subtask
chooses a node as the location of the corresponding subtask.
This move can be represented by edge , which is the as-
signment of subtask to node . Ant chooses a node based
on a combination of two factors, namely the desirability of that
move, and the quantity of pheromone on the edge which is to be
traversed. There are different methods in literature to combine
these factors. According to the method proposed by [36], ant
chooses edge for traversing by the probability

if

else

(38)
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TABLE I
ATTRIBUTES OF GRID NODES AND COMMUNICATION LINKS

where is the quantity of pheromone on the edge , and
is the desirability of assigning subtask to node . Here,

according to the objective function (30), the constant heuristic
information is adopted, which is written as

(39)

where is execution cost of in Node , and is the
reliability of in node , which can be calculated by (27).

is the scaling factor.
There are two reasons for adopting the method of [36]. The

first is that only one control parameter, i.e., , is
used to map the relative importance of quantity of pheromone,
and the desirability of each move. The second reason is the com-
putational efficiency of this method as multiplication operations
are used instead of exponentiations in the original ACO algo-
rithm [33].

3) Pheromone Updating Rule: Pheromone updating is a
process of changing the quantity of pheromone over time on
each edge. Before activating the next iteration, the quantity of
pheromone on each edge is updated by the pheromone updating
rule so as to avoid local convergence, and explore more search
space as well. According to the original ACO algorithm [33] in
the single objective function problems, the pheromone updating
rule on each edge is

(40)

where is the updated quantity of pheromone on the edge
, and is the evaporation rate of pheromone.
is the quantity of pheromone laid on edge by the ants

during the current iteration. It can be obtained by

(41)

where is the total number of ants, and is the amount of
pheromone laid on edge by ant , which can be computed
as

if is in
else

(42)

where is a constant parameter. can be viewed as the
fitness of , which can be obtained by

(43)

4) Ant Colony Algorithm: The pseudo code of the ant algo-
rithm to solve the subtask scheduling in the grid is as follows.

1) Initialization

Initialize , , , , , , , and (number
of iteration).

2) Construction

For each ant in each step, choose the node to move into in
probability.Update the and .

3) Pheromone update

For each do compute update Pheromone

4) Terminating condition

if got to step 2 otherwise stop.

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Suppose a service is divided into five subtasks by RMS.
Those five subtasks have no precedent constraints, and can be
assigned to ten nodes. The information of grid nodes and com-
munication links is shown in Table I, and the attributes of five
subtasks are shown in Table II.

Firstly, we investigate the influence of fault recovery on grid
service reliability. To achieve this aim, a fixed task scheduling is
given, i.e., . A subtask is limited to be
allocated at one node for the sake of computational simplifica-
tion. Meanwhile, the same failure recoverability and constraint
on recovery time are assumed, i.e., ,
for . Fig. 4 gives the comparison of grid service reli-
ability among that with constraint , that with constraints both

and , and that without any constraint. In Fig. 4, it can
be seen that, when failure recoverability , the values of
grid service reliability with different constraints are the same as
would be expected, i.e., , .
With the increase of fault recoverability , the values of grid
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TABLE II
ATTRIBUTES OF SUBTASKS

Fig. 4. Grid service reliability with respect to failure recoverability in differ-
ence situations.

service reliability are increasing while the increasing of grid
service reliability without any constraint is the fastest among
three situations. In particular, when , ,

, and .
From the above analysis, we can see that fault recovery has a

positive influence on grid service reliability. However, the con-
straints on both the life times of subtasks and the numbers of re-
coveries performed, which is customized by resource providers,
have a negative impact on grid service reliability. To balance
the contradiction of them, the optimization of task scheduling is
necessary so as to satisfy the demand of users.

The hard constraints matrix , in which is the relationship
between the subtask and node , is

According to the hard constraints matrix , and the con-
straints of (34) and (35), the whole set of feasible solutions
numbers . Firstly, the exhaustive search is
used to find the best solution of (30). When the scaling factor

is 211.3961, the minimum cost of 504 feasible solutions, the
best solution is . The corresponding grid
service reliability, and total cost are 0.8527, and $213.3192,
respectively.

Then, an ACO-based program was composed in Matlab 7.5,
and executed on a ‘‘Xeon(R) 5120 1.86G” processor with 3G

TABLE III
STATISTICS OF GRID SERVICE RELIABILITY AND TOTAL COST FOR 100 ACO

RUNS

Fig. 5. Trend of fitness function at different iterations in one run.

RAM. Based on some experimental tests, experimentally de-
rived rules of ACO are proposed to set the value of parameters:

The ACO program has been executed 100 times. Of the 100
obtained results, 95 are the same as , and the average execu-
tion time is about 0.0016s. Some statistics out of the 100 results
of grid service reliability, and total cost are given in Table III.

From Table III, a slight standard deviation of grid service reli-
ability means mostly surrounding the average value or in equiv-
alence often near the best solution out of all experiments. Thus,
the ACO can often find a near optimal solution even though it
may not guarantee the optimum every time. The average execu-
tion time is about 0.0157 seconds per run, which is much effi-
cient. The trend of fitness function at different iterations in one
run is plotted in Fig. 5 which shows that the ACO has a good
convergence rate.

Finally, the influence of scaling factor is studied. In the
above analysis, the scaling factor is fixed at the minimum
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TABLE IV
INFLUENCE OF SCALING FACTOR ON THE TASK SCHEDULING DECISION

cost of 504 feasible solutions. To analyze the influence of the
scaling factor on the scheduling solution, we change the value
of , and the corresponding solution is given in Table IV. From
Table IV, we can see that is critical for the determination of
the scheduling decision. When the value of increases, it means
that the importance of reliability increases, and the importance
of cost decreases. However, grid service reliability increases and
the cost also increases in Table IV, which is not expected. The
reason is that the price of resources given in Table I is arbitrary,
while in practice the price is closely related to the performance
of grid resources, such as CPU processing capability, and reli-
ability. Therefore, the price of grid resources also plays an im-
portance part in grid task scheduling.

VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS

In this paper, a fault recovery mechanism is introduced into
the grid, and the modeling of grid service reliability considering
fault recovery is presented. In order to make it more practical,
a constraint on recovery amount is discussed in the modeling
of grid service reliability. As for the implementation of fault
recovery in grid resources, it can be achieved by embedding a
fault recovery module in grid clients. In the module, there are
options such as the allowed life times of grid subtasks, and the
allowed numbers of recoveries performed. By those options, re-
source providers can be free to choose appropriate fault recovery
strategies according to the local situations. Based on that, a task
scheduling optimization model to maximize grid service relia-
bility and minimize the total cost simultaneously is proposed,
and an ACO algorithm is used to solve this task scheduling
problem. A numerical example is shown to illustrate the advan-
tage of fault recovery mechanism, and the effectiveness of ACO.

Some future research can be carried out. In our paper, it is
assumed that failures occurring on both nodes and links satisfy
Poisson processes, which is not true in all cases. For example,
some software may have periodic updates, while some software
systems running continuously for a long time may tend to show
degraded performance [37]. Thus, some other random processes
may also be implemented. Furthermore, the proposed model as-
sumes that the grid has one RMS, and can be viewed as a star
topology, which sometimes is impractical for the complexity of
the grid. Also, it is assumed that one subtask can be allowed
to be assigned at only one node due to the applicability of the
original ACO algorithm in the scheduling. Thus, some modifi-
cations of the original ACO algorithm may be further made if
they are cost effective. Finally, the price-setting of the grid re-
sources in a market-oriented environment also needs substantial
attention in future research.
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